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The exhibition’s Chinese title What is Longer, A Tree or A Night can be traced back to Exposition of  Canon II 

written by Mozi during the Hundred Schools of  Thought of  the Warring States period. According to Tseng 

ChienYing, the exhibition title is a direct allusion to Tsun-shing Chen’s book titled What is Longer, A Tree or A 

Night (2009). In his artist statement, Tseng explained that he avoided making reference to Mohism or School 

of  Logicians’ sophistic speech during the Warring States period. Nevertheless, many of  the works on display 

at Each Modern this time are reflections of  internal and external impacts that Covid-19 brought to the world 

in 2019. Furthermore, the chapters on the “Algebraic Hypothesis of  Chinese Painting Space” in Cheng’s book 

also played pivotal roles in shaping Tseng’s creation. 

 

Born in Nantou, Taiwan, the 35-year old artist graduated from the Department of  Fine Arts at National 

Taiwan Normal University and the Graduate School of  Fine Arts at Taipei National University of  the Arts. 

As most art observers in Taiwan would know, these two widely distinct schools must have presented the artist 

with contradictory concepts over the course of  his art style formation during the learning process. Perhaps 

these interactions, struggles, and conflicts are exactly what constitute the internal qualities of  Tseng’s artwork. 

 

In early August this year, I took a closer look at Tseng’s work at his Tamsui studio. On my MRT ride back to 

Taipei, I could not stop thinking about this young artist whom I have observed for many years. Some of  the 

keywords I wrote down from the interview with Tseng include: beauty paintings, female portraits, grottoes, 

delusion, materiality and spirituality, which are all summed up by the exhibition title–Skin Depth. 

 

For a long time, Taiwan’s education system has always compared between Eastern and Western cultures as a 

part of  its epistemological discussion. Some common examples include the “comparison of  Eastern and 

Western philosophies” and that of  Eastern and Western arts. This type of  generic comparison not only 

neglects the geographic finding that “Earth is spherical,” but also ignores modern issues such as the wealth 

gap between the North and South (Global South). Many of  the programs at Taiwan’s art institutes are still 

teaching students by making distinctions between Western and Eastern media. As Tseng mentioned in his 

artist statement, “I purposefully adopted a more Western approach in the early years to give my work a 

Westernized Chinese style.” Proposed by Zhang Zhidong (1837-1909), one of  the four famous officials of  
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the late Qing dynasty, the Westernized Chinese style has failed to find urbanized solutions for the Qing 

Empire. By perceiving Western knowledge as pure applications and techniques, this concept could not clarify 

the technological gap between the Qing Empire and European American countries. 

 

Fortunately, Tseng has developed his own reflections and views on physical ontology and East-West 

dichotomy. He has realized that such dichotomous values actually prevent him from creating a holistic spirit 

and subjectivity. In 2017, Tseng received sponsorship from the Asian Cultural Council (ACC) for a trip to 

New York, Indonesia, and China’s four major Buddhist caves. This trip not only enriched the thickness of  his 

visual graphics, but also inspired him to break through the limits of  East-West dichotomy on a spiritual level, 

thereby making the artist more self-aware than ever before.   

 

Beauty Paintings 

Throughout the art history of  China, beautiful female portraits are nicknamed “beauty paintings” while they 

go by a different name—“bijinga” in Japan. Traditionally, bijinga from Japan’s Edo Period mostly featured 

women in lower social classes, such as geisha, prostitutes, and merchants. By the Meiji and Taisho periods, the 

protagonist of  bijinga had gradually transformed to fashionable modern women (such as in Kaburaki 

Kiyokata’s paintings, 1878-1977). Tseng’s female portraits had been directly influenced by Kaburaki 

Kiyokata’s Taiwanese pupil Chin Chen (1907-1998). Currently in the collection of  the Taipei Fine Arts 

Museum, Chen’s 1935 artwork Leisurely features a noble lady laying on a bed in a dark green cheongsam. The 

buttons on her high collar and golden buckles of  the silk mosquito net are depicted by using the moriage 

technique in Japanese paintings (gradually layering the paint to produce 3D effects). In this exhibition, this 

technique can also be found in paintings such as The Unbearable Lightness, Precious, and Metaphysics. 

 

Instead of  sophisticated techniques, the most challenging elements to interpret in Tseng’s works are his 

attempts to explore inner spirituality through highly materialistic expressions. The “moriage” technique does 

not only pose a challenge on the artist’s patience and physical strength (the next layer of  paint can only be 

applied after the previous layer dries up, and the step needs to be repeated several times). Taking The 

Unbearable Lightness as an example, this redundant and materialistic layering also implies a kind of  punishment 

and painful pleasure. While the repeated accumulation of  puncture and luxurious decoration may appear as 

an ostentation of  wealth, they also make people wonder “how much more is needed to achieve true 

satisfaction.” During the interview, Tseng reminded me that pearls are the end-product of  irritants inside two 

fan shells (a type of  mollusk). Perhaps this is also a multi-level metaphor for sex, wealth, materiality, and 

spirituality. 
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Urban Night and Iconography 

In my conversation with Tseng, he demonstrated a high level of  knowledge about classical art history and 

occult. When he talked about how “his language of  creativity was deeply inspired by Buddhist iconography,” 

he actually referred to two phases. The first phase is the Aniconic Period between the Buddha’s death and 

India’s Kushan Empire (second to third century BC). The subsequent rise of  Mahayana Buddhism had 

transformed Buddhist theories in a way that Buddhist and Bodhisattva statues began to be made during the 

Kushan Empire period. Rather than human portraits, Tseng seems to be creating collective religious paintings 

through the techniques and styles of  Chinese Buddhist statues (especially the muscle texture from Dunhuang 

murals and clay statues of  the Vajra Warrior).  More specifically, the muscle texture and body joints are 

painted by smudging and shading. Rather than following the approach of  western anatomy, Tseng outlined 

the facial features and bodies in his paintings based on his long-term observations of  Buddhism and East 

Asia paintings. 

 

During the interview, we also discussed the painting titled Dream a Little Dream. Tseng spoke about last year’s 

TV series Light the Night on PTS and Netflix, in relation to his attempt to express femininity in his artwork. 

The female portrait in Dream a Little Dream takes up nearly half  of  the image. The character lights up a 

cigarette in her right hand as smokes gradually ascend in the air. Her left hand lightly touches her cheek with 

the pinky raised. The character has clearly “sedo” (styled) her hair into an updo, as her misty eyes look to the 

left with perfect eyeliners and fake eyelashes. Tseng created these seemingly “cloudy” eyes by applying special 

effects from the silver clay of  Japanese paintings.  

 

Light the Night reminds viewers of  the Japanese bars near Taipei’s Rokujyodori on Linsen North Road. Back 

in the 1970-1990s when there were still many Japanese enterprises in Taipei, the mama-san in these bars had 

comforted the loneliness of  many Japanese businessmen during the night. Other than the literal meaning of  

a short lapse of  time, the title Dream a Little Dream also brings back memories about the 1960s Hollywood 

star Marilyn Monroe (1926-1962), who was only 36 years old when she passed away at the peak of  her career.    

 

The other three pieces of  artwork in this exhibition: Blush, Threesome, and Whitness demonstrate how Tseng uses 

Japanese mug pigments to create the colors of  nightclub illusions. It is worth noting that these lights and colors 

are radiated from within the characters rather than from the outside. By portraying the glamorous urban 

nightlife through smoky nightclubs, fast-tempo electronic music, and alluring eyes full of  desires, the 

exploration of  the five human senses (sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch) asks (or invites) viewers to 

experience the urban nightlife through fluorescent particles on the image 
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Skin Depth 

In Dream a Little Dream, the perspective expression of  the woman’s cigarette was distinct from the focus 

perspective technique invented during the Renaissance. In the article “Algebraic Hypothesis of  Chinese 

Painting Space,” Cheng provides a detailed analysis of  differences between the projective geometric 

perspective of  European Renaissance and spatial expression of  traditional Chinese paintings. These 

differences are neither right nor wrong–they only provide insight as to how viewers should interpret these 

works.  

 

What is Longer, A Tree or A Night is a rhetorical question that neither Mozi nor Tseng could answer in their 

argument or exhibition. Imagine the focus perspective technique from the Renaissance period was the only 

“scientific and correct” way to make paintings, then the history of  Western painting should have been ended 

by the 19th century after the invention of  photography in the 1830s. However, focus perspective is only a 

technique rather than the entirety of  fine art. From my interviews and interactions with Tseng over the span 

of  nearly one year, I saw his ambition to step across the long misinterpreted “East-West differences” in this 

Skin Depth exhibition. The exhibits feature Eastern and Western styles along with elements from China, 

India, Japan, and Taiwan. Tseng often features dual-quality animals such as bats (flying mammals) and frogs 

(amphibians) in his works. He also likes to discuss the elements of  his work from an in-between perspective. 

Among young Taiwanese artists below 50 years old, Tseng is one of  the rare artists with cross-cultural and 

cross-historical knowledge. Despite always feeling anxious and tired, Tseng’s spiritual sharpness and 

sensitivity enable him to continuously impress viewers with new visuals at every exhibition.  

 


